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ABSTRACT We apply the astronomical data-analysis technique, Lucky imaging, to improve resolution in single molecule ﬂuo-
rescence microscopy. We show that by selectively discarding data points from individual single-molecule trajectories, imaging
resolution can be improved by a factor of 1.6 for individual ﬂuorophores and up to 5.6 for more complex images. The method
is illustrated using images of ﬂuorescent dye molecules and quantum dots, and the in vivo imaging of ﬂuorescently labeled linker
for activation of T cells.doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2008.12.3945INTRODUCTION
Single molecule fluorescence microscopy has provided
many unique insights into complex biological systems that
would otherwise be inaccessible by traditional ensemble
measurements (1–4). Some of the most recent advances in
this field are super-resolution techniques capable of
breaking the diffraction limit. These methods allow the
position of an individual fluorescent emitter to be resolved
with a precision greater than that described by Abbe’s
Law (5). There are two branches of research that focus on
improving imaging resolution. The first is based on struc-
tured illumination and includes saturated pattern excitation
microscopy (6) and stimulated emission depletion (7),
which has been applied to track presynaptic vesicles in
live neurons in real time (8) and reveal the structure of mito-
chondria in vivo (9). Here, we focus on the second branch,
which involves locating the center of the point spread func-
tion (PSF) of a fluorescent emitter. When imaged, a fluoro-
phore behaves as a point source with an Airy disk PSF. The
center of mass of the function, and therefore the position of
the molecule, can be obtained by performing a least-squares
fit of an appropriate function (such as a Gaussian distribu-
tion) to the measured fluorescence intensity profile of the
spot.
One of the first successful implementations of high-preci-
sion localization imaging was the use of fluorescence
imaging with one nanometre accuracy (FIONA) to confirm
the hand-over-hand model for myosin V moving on actin
(10). This work showed that a localization precision of
1.3 nm can be achieved for a single fluorophore under
optimum conditions. The accuracy is principally limited by
photon noise with contributions from background noise
and pixilation. Thompson et al. (11) suggest that the preci-
sion in one dimension can be described by,
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Dx is the error in the localization, s is the width of the PSF
(described by a 2D Gaussian) and N is the number of photons
collected. The first term of the equation is the photon noise,
the second is due to the increase in error due to the finite size,
a, of the pixels in the image, whereas the third term also takes
the background noise, b, into account.
Many methods based on FIONA have been reported (with
similarly creative acronyms). These include nanometer local-
ized multiple single molecule (NALMS) (12), point accumu-
lation for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT) (13),
photoactivatable localization microscopy(PALM) (14,15),
spectral position determination microscopy (SPDM) (16),
single molecule high resolution imaging with photobleach-
ing (SHRImP) (17), and stochastic optical reconstruction
microscopy (STORM) (18,19). Recent reviews have high-
lighted the usefulness of such tools to study complex biolog-
ical processes (1–4). The field is growing quickly andwith the
development of biologically compatible, photoswitchable
dyes, these methods are moving away from the physics labo-
ratory and starting to answer relevant biological questions.
In parallel to these improvements in single molecule fluo-
rescence there have been technological advancements in
other imaging fields. Our recent application of the astronom-
ical algorithm CLEAN (20,21) led us to examine other astro-
nomical imaging procedures and consider if they might be
applied to single molecule imaging. One novel approach to
astronomical imaging, Lucky imaging, has attracted media
attention because of the high-resolution images that can be
obtained (22,23). For example, researchers in the field
have utilized fast electron-multiplying charge-coupled
device (CCD) cameras and careful data rejection techniques
to overcome atmospheric aberrations and other sources of
noise, allowing images with a resolution better than that
from the Hubble space telescope to be captured from the
Earth’s surface at a fraction of the cost. The low cost and
simplicity of the technique means that it is employed by
Single Molecule Lucky Imaging 2913many amateur astronomers using backyard telescopes with
basic CCD detectors, resulting in improved images of planets
and deep-sky phenomena.
This work describes the application of Lucky imaging to
single molecule fluorescence. Lucky imaging is, in essence,
very simple because it involves selective rejection of data.
Briefly, large data sets corresponding to an image sequence
from fluorescent molecules are recorded using an electron-
multiplying CCD camera. Localization methods are used
to fit the individual PSFs of each fluorophore into each frame
of the resulting video. A selection procedure then removes
spots that have localization errors above a defined threshold.
Larger errors are caused by noise from various sources,
including read-out noise, dark current noise, fluorescent
contamination, and focus drift (11). An image is then built
up using only the retained fits. This resultant image has
a higher resolution than an image that uses Gaussian locali-
zation methods alone. Key to this process is the collection of
sufficient data (either through fast acquisition, or long image
sequences) to enable efficient rejection of low-quality fits.
This method can reveal useful information in fluorescent
images that would otherwise be unresolved. Here we explore
the usefulness of Lucky imaging for single molecule fluores-
cence from both synthetic dye molecules and quantum dots.
We also demonstrate the application of Lucky imaging to
the in vivo localization of a fluorescently labeled derivative
of the linker for activation of T cells (LAT) protein. The
activation of antigen-specific T cells is a key step in the
host-adaptive immune response to pathogens and involves
antigen recognition and signaling through the T-cell receptor
(TCR). These events are relayed by a large number of kinases
and adaptor molecules that associate at the plasma membraneto form spatially restricted signaling foci. Study of the spatio-
temporal dynamics of TCR signaling components has
provided many new insights into mechanisms governing
both TCR triggering as well as downstream signaling events
(24). The adaptor molecule LAT is a key nucleator of TCR
signaling assemblies (25). As such, the ability to accurately
determine its spatial distribution in real time will be particu-
larly useful to further our understanding of TCR signaling
dynamics.
FIGURE 1 Illustration of the implementation of Lucky imaging for single
molecule fluorescence. Dx, the precision in the 2D Gaussian fitting of the
PSF for a Cy3B fluorophore, is plotted as a function of time where each
of the time points is an image frame from a TIRF image stack recorded
with an exposure time of 0.08 s per frame. The bold line shows the Lucky
threshold applied to the data at 4.80 nm. The square data points show the
retained data points.FIGURE 2 The upper panels show
data accumulated by TIRF imaging
a single Cy3B molecule dried onto
a glass coverslip. (A) The sum of 1000
raw image frames recorded with an
exposure time of 0.08 s per frame. B
shows the output after Gaussian fitting,
whereas image C is the sum of the
frames with values for Dx below
4.80 nm (solid line in Fig. 1),;the scale
bars in A, B, and C are 100 nm. The
lower panels show TIRF images of
quantum dot aggregates dried onto
a glass coverslip composed of 5000
summed frames recorded with an expo-
sure time of 0.08s in D the raw diffrac-
tion limited format, E after Gaussian
fitting and F with a Lucky threshold of
9.4 nm applied to the localization data.
The scale bars are 250 nm in these three
images. The panel to the far right shows
the look-up table for the images ranging,
from black at low intensity to white at
high intensity.Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2912–2917
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Data were collected using an inverted microscope (TE-2000/Eclipse Ti-U;
Nikon Instruments Europe B.V., Surrey, England) with through-objective
total internal reflection (TIR) illumination (100x Plan Apo N.A. 1.45, Nikon
Instruments) using either 488 nm (5 mW Ar ion, Spectra Physics, Moun-
tain View, CA) or 532 nm (15 mW Compass 215M; Coherent Inc, Santa
Clara, CA) laser light. The emitted fluorescence was collected through the
same objective, transmitted through dichroic (Q495LP or Q565LP) and
band-pass (HQ525/50 or HQ580/60) filters (Chroma Technology Corp,
Rockingham, VT), and imaged using a 128 128 pixel frame-transfer elec-
tron-multiplying CCD detector (iXon DU-860; Andor Technology PLC,
Belfast, UK). Image sequences were converted to 16-bit tagged image file
format bitmap stacks.
The Lucky method was implemented in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics; Portland,
OR). Single molecule detection and localization is achieved using the astro-
nomical algorithm CLEAN (20), as previously described by our group (21).
Briefly, the brightest pixel in the first frame of the image is located. A region
of interest centered on this pixel (typically 8  8 pixels) is then extracted
from the image. A 2D Gaussian function is fitted to the region of interest
and the fitting parameters are recorded. CLEAN then iterates to find the
next brightest pixel in the image and the procedure continues in this manner
until a defined noise threshold is reached, after which the algorithm proceeds
to the next image frame and repeats. The result is an array containing the x
and y coordinates of each fluorescent spot, along with the fitting parameters
and their respective errors. In the case of Lucky imaging, a filter is applied to
this array, rejecting any spots that have localization errors above a defined
value. The spots that are retained after filtering are drawn to a new image
stack using the parameters obtained from the localization of the PSF. The
final image reported here is built up by summing the image frames together
(Figs. 1 and 2). For moving objects, acceptance of a particular spot is depen-
dent only on the localization precision in an individual frame, and not on the
summed image.
Images of Cy3B (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Amersham, UK) were
obtained by drying a 20-pM solution of the dye onto an O2 plasma cleaned
coverslip and illuminating with the 532-nm laser. Similarly a ~10-nM solu-
tion of quantum dots (Evitag, Catskill Green, Evident Technologies, Troy,
NY) was dried onto a clean coverslip and illuminated with the 488-nm laser.
Quantum dot aggregation was achieved by diluting stock solutions (12 M) in
ultrapure water (MilliQ 18 MU double distilled, 0.2 mm filtered) for 24 h at
25C. Subsequent sonication with a small amount of subsequent sonication
was shown to reverse this aggregation.
JCaM2 leukemic T cells stably expressing LAT-yellow fluorescent
protein (YFP) fusion protein (26) were adhered to CD3-antibody–coated
glass coverslips, as described by Douglass and Vale (27). After 10 min,
the cells were visualized with 488-nm TIR fluorescence (TIRF) illumination.
RESULTS
In the first instance, fluorescent dye molecules were used to
test the effectiveness of the Lucky method. Cy3B was dried
onto a glass coverslip and imaged as described. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the effect of Lucky imaging on an individual fluorescent
spot taken from such an image. The precision in the Gaussian
fit in the xdimension,Dx, is plotted as a function of timewhere
each of the time points is an image frame from a stack re-
corded with an exposure time of 0.08 s per frame. The raw
image, a sum of each of the frames, is shown in Fig. 2 A. After
Gaussian fitting, the average value of Dx is 6.71  0.06 nm
and the resulting image of the spot, again a sum of each of
the frames, is shown in Fig. 2 B. The bold line at 4.80 nm in
Fig. 1 illustrates the Lucky threshold applied to the Gaussian
localized data, and fits with a Dx value greater than this boldBiophysical Journal 96(7) 2912–2917line are rejected. The data points below the line, indicated by
solid squares, are the spots that are retained after filtering. The
mean value ofDx is now improved to 4.05 0.05 nm and the
resulting image (which has been similarly filtered in the y
direction) is shown in Fig. 2 C. The improvement in image
resolution is clear from this one spot.
Fig. 3 A shows the relationship between the applied Lucky
threshold and the resulting root mean-squaredDx data for one
fluorescent spot imaged for 1000 frames at 0.08 s. At high
thresholds, the Dxrms value is unaffected but, as expected, as
the threshold is lowered, the Dxrms value decreases as
Gaussianfitswith large errors are removed.Once the threshold
is <10 nm, Dxrms appears to decrease linearly with the
threshold until the resolution limit, 3 nm in this case, is
FIGURE 3 (A) Data from a TIRF experiment of a single Cy3B molecule
imaged for 1000 frames with an exposure time of 0.08 s per frame. The
sigmoidal relationship between Dxrms and the applied Lucky threshold is
shown. (B) Dxrms data for one fluorescent spot imaged for 300 frames at
a variety of exposure times to assess the optimum exposure time for our
apparatus. All the data are from the same Cy3B molecule. Dxrms decays
exponentially (t ¼ 0.011) with exposure time.
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rescent spot imaged for 300 frames at a variety of exposure
times. At very fast exposure times, Eq. 1 is limited by low
values ofN that is, the intensity of the spot is low.As the expo-
sure time increases, so doesN, but at long exposure times, the
background noise term, b, is also seen to increase. A balance
between these two effectsmust be considered. Since theLucky
technique relies on image rejection, there is an incentive to
record images at fast exposure times to maximize the number
of data points that are retained. An exposure time of 0.08 s was
therefore chosen as a compromise between fluorophore
imaging intensity and noise accumulation.
To illustrate this method, images of aggregated quantum
dots were analyzed using the Lucky method. Fig. 2 D–F
each show a small section of one such experiment (5000
frames summed) for the raw image, the image following
Gaussian fitting,Dxrms¼ 32.60 0.49 nm, and with a Lucky
threshold of 9.4 nm applied,Dxrms¼ 5.78 0.39 nm, respec-
tively. The benefit of the Lucky method is clear; in Fig. 2 D
there appears to be one source of fluorescence, whereas in
Fig. 2 F, at least seven fluorescent emitters can be seen.
Fig. 4 shows TIRF images of a live Jurkat T cell stimu-
lated on CD3-antibody–coated glass coverslips. The images
are each a sum of 3000 frames, with the original data
recorded at an exposure time of 0.1 s per frame. Again,
images are shown before (Fig 4 A and D) and after (Fig
4 B and E) Gaussian fitting and with an applied Lucky
threshold of 15.6 nm (Fig. 4 C and F). The difference
between the raw and fitted image is striking. Using Gaussian
localization allows visualization of the centripetal migration
of fluorescent LAT-YFP clusters in the cell. This behavior
has been observed previously using confocal microscopy
(28). In the case of the fitted image shown in Fig. 4 B,
Dxrms ¼ 42.86  0.48 nm. Further improvement is seen
when Lucky imaging is used and Dxrms is reduced to8.82  0.08 nm. The lower panels show magnified images
of the section highlighted in Fig. 4 A; it is clear that the
Lucky technique provides improved resolution.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that Lucky imaging can improve the resolu-
tion of single molecule microscopy. Much like its astronom-
ical counterpart, it provides a remarkably simple and quick
way to capture high-resolution images. The results reported
here are illustrative of the improvement of resolution that
can be achieved under many different experimental condi-
tions. The analysis is straightforward, involving a balance
between the threshold for precision required and the number
of fits that are retained after filtering. The method does not
require any specialist equipment or optical arrangement, so
it can be quickly applied to many single molecule experi-
ments. The technique is principally restricted by the funda-
mental resolution limits of the imaging system, as described
by Thompson et al. (11); i.e., from Eq. 1 the precision avail-
able is determined by the number of photons emitted by an
individual fluorophore, N, and the pixel noise, a. Lucky
imaging essentially reduces contributions from the back-
ground noise, b, and also rejects instances where N is low,
leading to otherwise inaccurate fits. Key to efficient imple-
mentation of Lucky imaging is a large enough data set, in
which aggressive rejection of data points from individual
single-molecule trajectories can be discarded. This can be
achieved through either fast data acquisition or long image
sequences. Faster acquisition is limited by the signal/noise
ratio from an individual fluorophore, whereas longer image
sequences are limited by photobleaching.
Lucky imaging has been used to improve the resolution of
an image of aggregated quantum dots to reveal the number of
particles in the aggregate. The stoichiometry of similarlyFIGURE 4 TIRF images of a live
T cell in which the protein LAT has
been labeled with enhanced YFP. The
image was recorded with an exposure
time of 0.1 s and is shown in the raw
diffraction limited format (A and D,
plotted as the maximum pixel intensity
for 3000 frames), after Gaussian fitting
(B and E, the sum of 3000 frames),
and with a Lucky threshold of 15.6 nm
applied (C and F, the sum of 3000
frames). The scale bars in the upper
panels are 2 mm. The lower panels
show the section of the image that is
highlighted by the white box in A and
the scale bars are 150 nm. The panel
to the far right shows the look-up table
for the images, ranging from black at
low intensity to white at high intensity.Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2912–2917
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by studying their stepwise photobleaching behavior,
observed as stepped decreases in fluorescence intensity
(29). However, because of the photoblinking behavior of
quantum dots, the fluorescence intensity of aggregates
remains constant with time, so that photobleaching studies
are not feasible. Lucky imaging offers a method to confirm
the number of quantum dots in a diffraction limited spot
that is applicable labeling studies (30). Fig. 2 shows that
by Gaussian fitting alone (Fig 2 E), there is no way of distin-
guishing the number of fluorescent emitters present. Once
a lucky threshold has been applied, Fig. 2 F reveals that there
are at least seven sources of fluorescence in the aggregate.
Another recently reported localization technique, STORM
(18), makes use of photoswitchable fluorophores to image
a stochastically different subset of molecules in each image
frame before combining all the images into a high-resolution
composite. The photoblinking behavior of quantum dots is
similar to switchable systems in that these particles switch
between a bright and dark state with time. It is likely that
the simple experiment described here can be expanded to
all switchable systems and those methods, such as STORM
and PALM (14), can benefit. Previous methods make use of
data rejection techniques based on the width of the fitted
Gaussian, whereas Lucky imaging directly rejects fits with
large localization errors, providing higher resolution.
To fully understand many functional cellular processes, it
is necessary to obtain structural information with an appro-
priately high spatial resolution. By analyzing a live cell
image, we demonstrate that the Lucky technique can be prac-
tical for in vivo single molecule studies. This suggests that it
may be applied to a range of future experiments, such as
observing the nanometer resolution of clustering of receptors
on the cell surface (19), determining the stoichiometry of
biologically interesting complexes, or counting molecules
on the cell membrane or RNA transcripts. Investigations of
viral entry and endocytosis, which rely on particle tracking
and localization, could also benefit from Lucky thresholding
(31,32). Additionally, it may be feasible to access cellular
structural information that has previously been limited by
the available resolution, for example, individual expression
domains in genetically active and inactive sites, the arrange-
ment of the polyribosomes, nuclear pore complex distribu-
tion, or the nuclear distribution of replication factories.
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